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Dynamic Actin Polymerization Drives
T Cell Receptor–Induced Spreading:
A Role for the Signal Transduction Adaptor LAT
dylinositol 39-kinase (PI3K), the Ras-GEF SOS, and the
Tec-family tyrosine kinase Itk have also been identified
in LAT-containing complexes (Zhang et al., 1998a; Shan
and Wange, 1999). These LAT-nucleated complexes are
essential for T cell activation, as the phosphorylation of
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Collectively, these LAT-associated proteins regulateDuke Medical Center
several transcription factors, coupling TCR ligation toDurham, North Carolina 27710
the transcriptional events associated with T cell acti-
vation.
TCR engagement also controls cytoskeletal rearrange-Summary
ments that influence and accompany T cell activation
(Dustin and Cooper, 2000). Two observations under-T cell activation induces functional changes in cell
score the importance of the actin cytoskeleton in T cellshape and cytoskeletal architecture. To facilitate the
activation. First, actin polymerization-inhibiting agentscollection of dynamic, high-resolution images of acti-
can terminate ongoing signaling through the TCR (Vali-vated T cells, we plated T cells on coverslips coated
tutti et al., 1995). Second, the loss of WASP, a regulatorwith antibodies to the T cell receptor (TCR). Using
of actin polymerization, impairs T cell activation andthese images, we were able to quantitate the morpho-
results in a severe T cell immunodeficiency (Derry et al.,logical responses of individual cells over time. Here,
1994; Symons et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1999a). TCR-we show that TCR engagement triggers the formation
mediated changes in the actin cytoskeleton have beenand expansion of contacts bounded by continuously
proposed to govern T cell activation by several mecha-remodeled actin-rich rings. These processes are asso-
nisms. First, TCR-directed actin polymerization is re-ciated with the extension of lamellipodia and require
quired for the formation of extensive contacts betweenactin polymerization, tyrosine kinase activation, cyto-
T cells and antigen-presenting cells (APCs) (Delon et al.,plasmic calcium increases, and LAT, an important he-
1998). Second, polymerized actin may act as a scaffoldmatopoietic adaptor. In addition, the maintenance of
for the further assembly and stabilization of signalingthe resulting contact requires sustained calcium in-
complexes (Dustin and Cooper, 2000). Third, contractilefluxes, an intact microtubule cytoskeleton, and func-
forces resulting from the myosin-dependent movementtional LAT.
of actin filaments may contribute to T cell activation by
segregating engaged TCRs into central supramolecularIntroduction
activation clusters (c-SMACs) (Monks et al., 1998; Gra-
koui et al., 1999). The microtubule cytoskeleton alsoThe engagement of the T cell antigen receptor (TCR)
plays an important role in the generation of immunetriggers signaling cascades required for T cell activation
responses by polarizing toward stimulatory APCs andand the generation of functional immune responses
promoting the targeted delivery of cytokines to these(Chan and Shaw, 1996; Wange and Samelson, 1996;
APCs (Kupfer et al., 1994).
Zhang and Samelson, 2000). These cascades are initi-
Several studies have addressed the biochemical
ated by Src-, Syk-, and Tec-family protein tyrosine ki-
mechanisms that control TCR-dependent cytoskeletal
nases (PTKs) that cooperate to phosphorylate the TCR rearrangements. In these studies, polarizing stimuli were
and various effector molecules. One of these effector provided by APCs, supported lipid bilayers, or immobi-
proteins, the adaptor LAT, is present in lipid rafts and lized antibodies. In each case, TCR ligation induced
provides docking sites for the formation of several criti- events characteristic of early T cell activation, such as
cal signaling complexes (Finco et al., 1998; Zhang et al., the formation of extensive contact surfaces and the po-
1998a, 1998b). Once phosphorylated, LAT binds directly larization of the T cell cytoskeleton (Stowers et al., 1995;
to phospholipase Cg1 (PLCg1) and the adaptor proteins Lowin-Kropf et al., 1998; Wulfing et al., 1998; Sedwick
Grb2 and Gads (Zhang et al., 2000). Phosphorylated LAT et al., 1999). PTKs immediately downstream of the TCR,
also recruits the adaptor SLP-76 through its interaction including the Src-family kinase Lck and the Syk-family
with Gads (Liu et al., 1999). SLP-76 provides docking kinase ZAP-70, were also implicated in the rearrange-
sites for additional proteins, including the guanine nucle- ment of the T cell cytoskeleton (Delon et al., 1998; Lowin-
otide exchange factor (GEF) Vav, the serine-threonine Kropf et al., 1998). Downstream of these PTKs, the adap-
kinase Pak, and the actin-polymerization regulating pro- tor protein SLP-76 was revealed to play a role in the
teins WASP and Fyb/SLAP (Wu et al., 1996; Bubeck polymerization of actin (Bubeck Wardenburg et al.,
Wardenburg et al., 1998; Krause et al., 2000). Phosphati- 1998). SLP-76-associated effectors were also shown to
control the T cell cytoskeleton. In particular, Vav acti-
vated the Rho-family GTPases Rac and Cdc42, which‡ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: samelson@
helix.nih.gov). governed the extension of lamellipodia and the polariza-
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Figure 1. Contact Formation Is Induced by Antibodies to the TCR
(A) Jurkat cells were plated on coverslips coated with the TCR-specific antibody OKT3. Transmitted light images were collected every 15 s
using a CCD-equipped epifluorescence microscope. Time was measured from the addition of cells. Black arrows mark cells flattening
dramatically over the indicated time course. White arrows mark a nonresponsive cell resting on previously flattened cells, rather than on the
coverslip.
(B) Jurkat cells were plated on coverslips coated with the TCR-specific antibody OKT3. Confocal IRM images were collected every 45 s.
Darker areas are more closely apposed to the coverslip. Images have been shadowed to increase contrast. Time was measured from the
initial contact between the T cell and coverslip. Black arrows indicate contacts formed by the tips of lamellae extended by the responding
cell. These contacts mature into a circumferential structure tightly apposed to the coverslip (white arrows).
tion of the microtubule cytoskeleton, whereas WASP, ERK activity. Since T cells lacking LAT do not develop in
vivo, we used Jurkat T cells to determine the role of LATFyb/SLAP, and Pak controlled the polymerization and
stabilization of actin filaments (Stowers et al., 1995; Can- with respect to these TCR-induced changes in T cell
morphology (Zhang et al., 1999c). To this end, we devel-trell, 1998; Edwards et al., 1999; Nobes and Hall, 1999;
Krause et al., 2000; Zigmond, 2000). However, to date oped a stimulation assay that enabled us to quantitate
the morphological responses of individual Jurkat T cellsno studies have addressed the function of LAT with
respect to the cytoskeletal changes induced by TCR over time. These morphological changes were moni-
tored by imaging the contact itself using interferenceligation.
We expected LAT to contribute to TCR-dependent reflection microscopy (IRM) and by tracking the distribu-
tion of enhanced green fluorescent protein-tagged actinmorphological changes by regulating SLP-76 and Vav
and through its effects on intracellular calcium levels and (EGFP-actin) within the responding cells. Using this
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Figure 2. Dynamic Remodeling of the Actin Cytoskeleton during TCR-Induced Spreading
(A) Jurkat cells expressing EGFP-actin were plated on coverslips coated with the indicated antibodies. EGFP-actin was imaged at the coverslip
every 30 s using the CCD-equipped microscope. The images presented here were acquired 5 min after the initial contact with the coverslip.
(B) Jurkat cells expressing EGFP-actin were labeled with DiI, plated on coverslips coated with the TCR-specific antibody UCHT1, and imaged
every 7.5 s using the CCD-equipped microscope. Time was measured from the initial contact with the coverslip. EGFP-actin is shown in
green. The membrane stain DiI appears yellow orange (see Experimental Procedures) and is not relevant to this discussion. White arrows
mark large, sheet-like lamellipodia.
(C) EGFP-actin-expressing Jurkat cells were plated on coverslips coated with UCHT1 for 5 min and fixed. Confocal images of EGFP-actin
spanning 10 mm of height were collected at 0.5 mm intervals. The images presented were reconstructed as follows: (i) projection of the z-stack
onto a horizontal plane; (ii–iii) vertical slices corresponding the arrows in (i); (ii) cross-section through the actin-rich border; (iii) cross-section
through the cell body. One representative cell is shown.
assay system, we demonstrated that the morphological these authors only examined fixed cells. In order to iden-
tify the biochemical processes that drive these TCR-changes induced by TCR ligation are absolutely depen-
dent on protein tyrosine kinases and the actin cytoskele- induced morphological changes, we adapted the stimu-
lation protocol used by Parsey and Lewis to permit theton, are enhanced by increases in cytoplasmic calcium,
and are stabilized by the microtubule cytoskeleton. dynamic imaging of T cells (see Experimental Proce-
dures). Jurkat cells are initially round and refractile, but,These changes do not, however, depend on ERKs. Fi-
nally, we established that LAT is required for TCR- upon contacting coverslips coated with CD3-specific
antibodies, flatten and become less refractile (Figureinduced spreading and actin rearrangement.
1A, black arrows). This spreading response is antibody
specific, as Jurkat cells plated on poly-L-lysine aloneResults
remain round and mobile throughout this time frame
(data not shown).T Cell Spreading Is Induced by Antibodies to the TCR
Parsey and Lewis (1993) observed that Jurkat T cells The earliest morphological changes accompanying
spreading are difficult to resolve by transmitted lightspread out upon coverslips coated with TCR-specific
antibodies and that this process of T cell spreading is microscopy because the initial contact is obscured by
the refraction of light through the cell body. In order toaccompanied by the rearrangement of filamentous actin
(F-actin) into circumferential rings. More recently, Bor- obtain more detailed images of the earliest stages of T
cell-coverslip contact formation, we imaged developingroto et al. (2000) reached similar conclusions. However,
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contacts using confocal IRM, a method that is based plemental movie 2 at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/
content/full/14/3/315/DC1).on the fact that cells contacting the coverslip disrupt
In order to observe the dynamic changes in the organi-the coherent reflection of light from the surface of the
zation of the actin cytoskeleton with greater temporalcoverslip. Using this technique, tight contacts appear
resolution, we imaged developing contacts using adark (Figure 1B; see supplemental movie number 1 at
CCD-equipped microscope (Figure 2B; see supplemen-http://www.immunity.com/cgi/content/full/14/3/315/
tal movie 3 at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/content/DC1). IRM images of the developing contact demon-
full/14/3/315/DC1). In these images, EGFP-actin ap-strate that the interaction between the T cell and the
pears as green, and DiI, a membrane label here enrichedcoverslip is initiated by a small filopodial structure z1
in vesicular structures, appears as yellow. Initially, Tmm in diameter. Shortly after the initiation of contact,
cells contact the coverslip through a small region con-lamellipodia project from the responding T cell (data not
taining a high density of actin. This contact expandsshown). The tips of these lamellipodia appear in the IRM
rapidly and in an ordered fashion. First, large, sheet-likeimages as they become apposed to the coverslip (black
lamellipodia extend outward from the contact and alongarrows, 0.75–1.50 min). The contacts initiated by these
the coverslip (white arrows, 30 s to 2 min). Subsequently,lamellipodia thicken and merge into a circumferential
actin accumulates in regions of the contact previouslyring (white arrows, 1.50 min onward) that adheres tightly
defined by lamellipodia, increasing the diameter of theto the coverslip. The circumferential adherent ring ex-
actin-rich patch, and actin clears from the center of thepands over the next 10 min. As this tightly adherent ring
contact, converting this patch into an actin-rich ring (30moves outward, the T cell continues to flatten against
s to 3 min). After 3 min, the expansion of actin ring slows,the coverslip, filling the region bounded by the adherent
the frequency with which lamellipodia are extended de-ring. Finally, 15–20 min after the initiation of contact,
clines, and the sizes of the lamellipodia extended fromthe outer ring develops gaps and breaks down. The
the cell decrease (see supplemental movie 3 at http://breakdown of this ring is followed by the gradual retrac-
www.immunity.com/cgi/content/full/14/3/315/DC1).tion of the T cell to an irregularly shaped contact that
However, the extension of lamellipodia does not ceasepersists for more than 1 hr (see supplemental movie 1
at this point, as we were able to observe dynamic remod-at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/content/full/14/3/315/
eling of the actin cytoskeleton within persistent circum-DC1; data not shown). Again, Jurkat cells plated on poly-
ferential lamellipodia 10–15 min after the initiationL-lyine alone show none of these changes.
of contact (see supplemental movie 4 at http://www.
immunity.com/cgi/content/full/14/3/315/DC1). Eventu-
TCR Engagement Specifically Triggers Dynamic ally, 15–20 min after the initiation of contact, the actin-
Remodeling of the Actin Cytoskeleton rich ring, like the circumferential adherent ring observed
The dynamic movement of the circumferential adherent by IRM, develops gaps and breaks down (data not
ring suggested its involvement in the expansion of the shown). After this point, the T cells retract to cover a
T cell-coverslip contact. We expected that the actin smaller area.
cytoskeleton would participate in this movement. By Lamellipodia clearly play a role in early T cell spread-
allowing Jurkat cells to respond to coverslips coated ing, as shown in the IRM and CCD images shown above.
with CD3-specfic antibodies for 5 min, fixing the cells, However, lamellipodia are much less evident 3 min after
and staining with phalloidin, we were able to confirm the initiation of contact. To determine whether lamelli-
that F-actin is rearranged into circumferential rings (data podia could play a significant role in subsequent mor-
not shown). These cytoskeletal structures colocalize phological events, we examined the three-dimensional
with the adherent rings described above, suggesting distribution of EGFP-actin in Jurkat cells that had been
that the actin-rich ring is also dynamically remodeled. plated on stimulatory coverslips and fixed after 5 min.
To confirm this hypothesis, we tracked changes in the Top-down projections derived from the resulting confo-
morphology of the actin-rich ring over time by per- cal image stacks reveal that the actin-rich ring is not
forming spreading assays with Jurkat cells stably trans- uniform but is actually composed of distinct actin-bright
fected with EGFP-actin (Figure 2A). In these assays, structures (Figure 2Ci). Reconstructed cross-sections
EGFP-actin rearranges into actin-rich rings similar to through the actin-rich ring show that these structures
those observed in fixed cells. Ring formation does not project several micrometers upward from the coverslip
occur in response to immobilized antibodies binding (Figure 2Cii), while cross-sections through the cell body
other T cell surface molecules, indicating that this pro- demonstrate that these structures project outward from
cess is specifically controlled by TCR engagement. the base of the contact (Figure 2Ciii). These images
suggest that the dynamically remodeled actin-rich ringThese differences are also apparent over time (see sup-
Figure 3. The Role of the Cytoskeleton in TCR-Induced Spreading
Jurkat cells expressing EGFP-actin were pretreated with cytoskeletal inhibitors and plated onto coverslips coated with the TCR-specific
antibody UCHT1. (A) Contacts were imaged by confocal IRM. (B) Confocal EGFP-actin images were obtained at the coverslip and 5 mm above
the coverslip every 33 s. For most panels, EGFP-actin at the coverslip is shown in red and EGFP-actin in the cell body is shown in green.
The rightmost column contains grayscale images of EGFP actin at the coverslip. Representative cells were chosen based on conformity to
the mean behavior depicted below. (C) Mean spreading indices were calculated as described in Experimental Procedures. Line thicknesses
indicate the probability of a significant difference from the mean spreading index observed with DMSO-treated cells; dotted or heavy lines,
respectively, indicate that the difference achieves a confidence level greater than 95% or 99%. Similar results were obtained in three
independent experiments.
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is, at least in part, composed of lamellipodia. Similar Using this protocol, we examined the spreading re-
sponses of Jurkat T cells treated with DMSO carrierstructures can be observed in live cells (data not shown).
(Figure 3B, top row; see supplemental movie 5 at http://
www.immunity.com/cgi/content/full/14/3/315/DC1).The Role of the Cytoskeleton
in TCR-Induced Spreading Within 2.5 min, these cells develop contacts greater
in size than the cell body (red- versus green-boundedThe continuous remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton
throughout the formation and stabilization of contacts areas). Within a similar time frame, EGFP-actin translo-
cates extensively from the cell body to the contact (in-suggests that the actin cytoskeleton drives T cell
spreading. However, the microtubule cytoskeleton has creased red brightness and decreased green bright-
ness). EGFP-actin at the coverslip is also rapidlybeen shown to polarize toward contacts in response
to either stimulatory APCs or immobilized TCR-specific remodeled into actin-rich circumferential rings, shown
in red, or, for clarity, as an isolated grayscale imageantibodies (Kupfer and Dennert, 1984; Lowin-Kropf et
al., 1998). We confirmed that the microtubule cytoskele- (right panel). After 5 min, the concentration of actin in
the cell body gradually increases as the actin rich rington repolarizes toward contacts in our assay system
using EGFP-tubulin expressing Jurkat T cells (data not dissipates and as the distribution of actin at the coverslip
becomes more uniform. These changes are reflected inshown). Jointly, these observations suggest that the mi-
crotubule cytoskeleton also contributes to TCR-induced the spreading index, which reaches a maximum 3–5
min after the initiation of contact and gradually declinesspreading. To test these hypotheses, we asked whether
or not cytochalasin D, an inhibitor of actin polymeriza- thereafter (Figure 3C). These responses were indistin-
guishable from those of untreated Jurkat T cells (datation, or colchicine, a microtubule depolymerizing agent,
could affect TCR-induced T cell spreading. IRM images not shown).
We examined the spreading responses of cytocha-revealed that cells treated with carrier alone develop
normal adhesive contacts (Figure 3A, upper row). In con- lasin D-treated cells (Figure 3B, second row). Unlike
DMSO-treated cells, cytochalasin D-treated cells do nottrast, cytochalasin D-treated cells do not adhere tightly
to the coverslip, and the loose contacts formed under develop large contacts. In addition, in the presence of
cytochalasin D, EGFP-actin neither translocates fromthese conditions do not expand in an organized fashion
(Figure 3A, second row). Colchicine treatment does not the cell body to the contact nor segregates into a circum-
ferential region rich in actin (Figure 3B). Similarly, theaffect the initial phase of contact formation but appears
to promote the retraction of treated cells after 10 min spreading index of cytochalasin D-treated T cells does
not rise to a peak; rather, the spreading index remains(Figure 3A, bottom row).
In order to quantitate changes in cell shape and cy- flat over time and is similar to the spreading index ob-
served when DMSO-treated cells are plated in the ab-toskeletal organization, we monitored the distribution of
actin within stimulated Jurkat T cells. For these assays, T sence of stimulatory antibodies (Figure 3C). The effects
of cytochalasin D treatment are highly significant, con-cells stably transfected with EGFP-actin were plated on
stimulatory coverslips and imaged at regular intervals firming that the actin cytoskeleton drives TCR-induced
spreading.for at least 30 min. In each imaging cycle, we obtained
confocal images of EGFP-actin at the coverslip (Figure We also examined the spreading responses of colchi-
cine-treated cells in this manner. EGFP-actin images of3B, pseudocolored red) and 5 mm above the coverslip,
in the cell body (Figure 3B, pseudocolored green). By the colchicine-treated cells do not reveal any defects in
the initial expansion of the contact, the redistribution ofcomparing these images, we were able to assess the
extent of spreading based on three criteria: the size of actin from the cell body, or the segregation of actin into
distinct zones (Figure 3B, bottom row). However, thethe contact relative to the size of the cell body (red-
versus green-bounded areas), the redistribution of actin thinning of the actin ring becomes pronounced within
10 min; after this point, actin quickly redistributes intofrom the cell body to the coverslip (red brightness versus
green brightness), and the segregation of actin into cir- the cell body and the area of contact declines precipi-
tously. The spreading index of the colchicine-treatedcumferential rings (shown in red). These factors were
incorporated into a spreading index (see Experimental cells behaves normally at first, peaking 3–5 min after
the initiation of contact, but drops rapidly thereafter.Procedures) which, when plotted against time, graphi-
cally depicts the morphological changes observed un- The effects of colchicine treatment do not become sta-
tistically significant until z7 min after the initiation of theder various conditions (Figure 3C). Within these charts,
statistically significant differences between cell popula- contact, confirming that the microtubule cytoskeleton
contributes to the maintenance, but not the formation,tions are represented by increases in line thickness and
weight. of T cell-coverslip contacts. (Figure 3C).
Figure 4. Identification of Signaling Pathways Required for TCR-Induced Spreading
Jurkat cells expressing EGFP-actin were pretreated with kinase inhibitors or calcium chelators and plated onto coverslips coated with the
TCR-specific antibody UCHT1. (A) Cells were imaged as in Figure 3B. The brightness of EGFP-actin was artificially enhanced in the grayscale
images of PP2- and BAPTA- treated cells in order to facilitate the visualization of actin at the contact. (B) Mean spreading indices were
calculated as described in Experimental Procedures. Line thicknesses indicate the probability of a significant difference from the mean
spreading index observed with DMSO-treated cells; dotted or heavy lines, respectively, indicate that the difference achieves a confidence
level greater than 95% or 99%. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. (C) Mean spreading indices of cells treated
with PP2 or BAPTA (B) were tested for statistically significant differences. Line thicknesses indicate the probability of a significant difference
from the mean spreading index observed with PP2-treated cells.
Immunity
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Identification of Signaling Pathways Required tion of actin to the coverslip, and the segregation of actin
for TCR-Induced Spreading into distinct zones at the coverslip proceed normally
Tyrosine kinases play a critical and early role in the in the presence of PD98059 (Figure 4A). In fact, the
transduction of signals following TCR engagement. spreading index of PD98059-treated cells often peaks
Since the Src-family kinases Lck and Fyn are critical at levels exceeding those of DMSO-treated cells (Figure
mediators of TCR-proximal signaling events, we tested 4B). Thus, the activation of actin/myosin-dependent
the ability of PP2, which inhibits both Lck and Fyn, to contractility by ERKs is unlikely to contribute to the
inhibit T cell spreading. As anticipated, PP2 blocks all morphological changes observed in this assay and may
of the structural changes normally observed upon TCR antagonize these changes to a limited extent.
ligation, including the expansion of the contact, the re-
distribution of actin to the coverslip, and the segregation LAT Is Required for TCR-Induced Spreading
of actin into distinct zones at the coverslip (Figure 4A, LAT is required for the phosphorylation and activation
PP2). The index of spreading accurately reflects these of SLP-76, Vav, Itk, and PLCg1 in response to TCR-
effects (Figure 4B). crosslinking (Finco et al., 1998; Shan and Wange, 1999).
In T cells, LAT, SLP-76, Vav, Itk, and PLCg1 collabo- Collectively, these adaptors and enzymes have been
rate to regulate intracellular calcium levels by governing implicated in the control of actin polymerization, the
the release of calcium from intracellular stores and the polarization of the microtubule cytoskeleton, and the
influx of calcium across the plasma membrane (Finco generation of calcium elevations (referenced above).
et al., 1998; Fischer et al., 1998; Holsinger et al., 1998; Thus, we expected LAT to participate in the induction
Liu et al., 1998; Scharenberg and Kinet, 1998; Yablonski of TCR-dependent morphological changes. In order to
et al., 1998; Costello et al., 1999). Since cytoplasmic test this hypothesis, we assayed the spreading re-
calcium elevations release integrins from cytoskeletal sponses of EGFP-actin expressing Jurkat subclones
constraints, participate in the reorientation of the corti- that lack LAT (J.CaM2.5) or have been reconstituted
cal actin cytoskeleton, and correlate with cell rounding with LAT (J.CaM2.5:WT). As expected, the responses of
and decreased lamellipodial extension, we wished to LAT-reconstituted J.CaM2.5:WT cells are more exten-
test the role of calcium in the regulation of the cytoskele- sive and less transient than the responses of the
ton by TCR engagement (Negulescu et al., 1996; Stewart J.CaM2.5 cells (Figures 5A and 5B). Although peak levels
et al., 1998; Wulfing and Davis, 1998). In order to com- of spreading persist for somewhat less time in the
pletely block TCR-induced calcium elevations, we per- J.CaM2.5:WT cells than in the parental Jurkat cells, the
formed spreading assays in media buffered with EGTA, levels of spreading observed in these cell lines reach
a calcium chelator, and pretreated cells with BAPTA- similar maxima and stabilize at similar levels (Figures
AM, a membrane-permeant calcium chelator. These 3C and 5B). Furthermore, the steady-state level of
conditions prevent all intracellular calcium elevations spreading observed in J.CaM2.5:WT cells remains sig-
and severely perturb the expansion of the contact and nificantly above that observed in J.CaM2.5 cells through-
the redistribution of actin to the coverslip, resulting in out the assay, indicating that LAT is sufficient to re-
substantial reductions in the spreading index (data not store most of the morphological responses impaired in
shown; Figures 4A and 4B, BAPTA). However, the small J.CaM2.5 cells.
amount of actin present at the coverslip clears from the Strikingly, these EGFP-actin images reveal that
center of the contact and clusters at the perimeter of J.CaM2.5 cells generate significant spreading responses,
the contact (Figure 4A, BAPTA, right panel). This does as assessed by the expansion of the contact, the redistri-
not occur in PP2-treated cells (Figure 4A, PP2, right
bution of actin to the coverslip, and the segregation of
panel). To emphasize the effect of this segregation of
actin into distinct zones at the coverslip. Notably, the
actin on the spreading index, we replotted the spreading
transient contacts generated by J.CaM2.5 cells wereindices associated with PP2-treated and BAPTA-treated
frequently more irregular in shape than the contactscells, revealing a small but significant increase in the
generated by wild-type or LAT-reconstituted cells (Fig-spreading indices of BAPTA-treated cells relative to
ure 5A; data not shown). These morpholoical changesPP2-treated cells (Figure 4C). These observations dem-
were reflected in the spreading index for the J.CaM2.5onstrate that calcium elevations are required for normal
cells, which peaked 1 min after the initiation of contact.TCR-induced spreading but are not strictly required for
These observations demonstrate the existence of path-the reorganization of actin at the coverslip.
ways capable of directing limited spreading responsesExtracellular regulated kinases, or ERKs, are activated
in the absence of LAT.downstream of the TCR by pathways requiring the he-
matopoietic adaptors LAT and SLP-76. Although ERKs
LAT Contributes to TCR-Induced Spreadingare well known for their ability to govern critical tran-
by Calcium-Dependent andscriptional responses downstream of the TCR, ERKs
Calcium-Independent Pathwayshave also been reported to enhance actin/myosin-
J.CaM2.5 cells spread, albeit transiently, in response todependent contractility by promoting the phosphoryla-
stimulatory coverslips. However, previous reports havetion of myosin light chain (Cheresh et al., 1999; Fincham
established that LAT is required for the production ofet al., 2000). Since MEKs are required for the activation
calcium elevations in response to TCR ligation, and weof ERKs, we were able to assess the role of ERKs with
have shown that calcium elevations are required forrespect to T cell spreading by using PD98059, a MEK
TCR-induced spreading. These observations imply thatinhibitor, to block ERK activation (Dudley et al., 1995).
J.CaM2.5 cells must either produce calcium elevationsERKs were not required for TCR-induced rearrange-
ments, as the expansion of the contact, the redistribu- in the absence of LAT or spread in a distinct, calcium-
LAT Controls TCR-Induced Spreading
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Figure 5. LAT Is Required for TCR-Induced Spreading
J.CaM2.5 cells and J.CaM2.5:WT cells expressing EGFP-actin were plated onto UCHT1-coated coverslips. (A) Confocal EGFP-actin images
were obtained at the coverslip and 5 mm above the coverslip every 33 s. EGFP-actin at the coverslip is shown in red; EGFP-actin in the cell
body is shown in green. Representative cells were chosen based on conformity to the mean behavior depicted below. (B) Mean spreading
indices were calculated as described in Experimental Procedures. Line thicknesses indicate the probability of a significant difference from
the mean spreading index observed with J.CaM2.5:WT cells; dotted or heavy lines, respectively, indicate that the difference achieves a
confidence level greater than 95% or 99%. Similar results were obtained in six independent experiments.
independent manner. To determine whether or not cal- cium elevations persisting for only 15–20 s in response
to stimulatory coverslips (data not shown).cium plays a role in the spreading responses of these
cells, we plated J.CaM2.5 cells on stimulatory coverslips To confirm that calcium is required for the cytoskeletal
rearrangements observed in LAT-reconstituted J.CaM2.5in the absence of free extracellular calcium (Figure 6A,
EGTA). This treatment prevents calcium influxes and cells, we performed spreading assays under conditions
that prevent calcium influxes or prevent all intracellularpartially inhibits the transient peak of spreading but does
not influence spreading after this point. In contrast, calcium increases. Calcium influxes begin to signifi-
cantly affect the sustained spreading responses of LAT-when intracellular calcium elevations are prevented by
eliminating calcium influxes and buffering intracellular reconstituted J.CaM2.5 cells 12 min after the initiation
of contact (Figure 6B, EGTA). As above, intracellularcalcium, all spreading is abolished, as in normal Jurkat
T cells (Figure 6A, BAPTA). These observations suggest calcium increases are required for both the expansion
of the T cell-coverslip contact and sustained spreadingthat intracellular calcium elevations are generated when
J.CaM2.5 cells contact stimulatory coverslips but are (Figure 6B, BAPTA).
In Jurkat T cells, the chelation of intracellular calciuminsufficient to sustain T cell spreading. Using intracellu-
lar calcium indicators, we confirmed this hypothesis by prevents the expansion of the T cell-coverslip contact
but permits the clustering of actin within the contactdemonstrating that J.CaM2.5 cells produce small cal-
Immunity
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Figure 7. Both the PLCg1 and Grb2/Gads Binding Sites in LAT Are
Required for TCR-Induced Spreading
J.CaM2.5 cells reconstituted with variants of LAT and expressing
EGFP-actin were plated onto UCHT1-coated coverslips. Cells were
imaged and analyzed as in Figure 5; mean spreading indices are
plotted here. Dotted and heavy lines, respectively, indicate that the
probability of a significant difference from the mean spreading index
observed with LAT-reconstituted cells is greater than 95% or 99%.
Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments.
cells do not (data not shown). To emphasize the effect
of LAT on the calcium-independent clustering of actin,
we replotted the spreading indices associated J.CaM2.5:
WT and J.CaM2.5 cells treated with BAPTA and EGTA
(Figure 6C). The small amount of actin reorganization
that occurs in J.CaM2.5:WT cells produces a small, but
significant, elevation in the spreading index relative to
J.CaM2.5 cells, demonstrating that LAT promotes TCR-
induced actin polymerization, even in the absence of
intracellular calcium elevations.
The PLCg1 and Grb2/Gads Binding Sites in LAT
Are Required for TCR-Induced Spreading
LAT couples to downstream effectors through phos-
phorylated tyrosine residues in its cytoplasmic tail. Four
residues have been identified as playing critical roles in
the transduction of signals downstream of LAT: tyro-
sines 132, 171, 191, and 226 (Zhang et al., 2000). To test
Figure 6. LAT Contributes to TCR-Induced Spreading by Calcium- whether or not these tyrosines are required for TCR-
Dependent and Calcium-Independent Pathways induced morphological changes, we performed spread-
(A) J.CaM2.5:WT cells expressing EGFP-actin were plated onto ing assays using EGFP-actin-expressing J.CaM2.5:4YF
UCHT1-coated coverslips. Cells were either pretreated with BAPTA
cells (Figure 7). These cells express a variant of LAT inand plated in the presence of EGTA (BAPTA), plated in the presence
which all four of these tyrosines have been convertedof EGTA without pretreatment (EGTA), or left untreated. Cells were
to phenylalanine residues. Based on the indices ofimaged and analyzed as in Figure 5; mean spreading indices are
plotted here. Line thicknesses indicate the probability of a significant spreading, the behavior of these cells was indistinguish-
difference from the mean spreading index observed for untreated able from the behavior of J.CaM2.5 cells, suggesting
cells; dotted or heavy lines, respectively, indicate that the difference that these four tyrosines, or some subset thereof, are
achieves a confidence level greater than 95% or 99%.
required for the induction of normal morphological re-(B) J.CaM2.5 cells expressing EGFP-actin were analyzed as above.
sponses downstream of TCR engagement.(C) Mean spreading indices of BAPTA-treated J.CaM2.5 and
As shown above, normal T cell spreading requiresJ.CaM2.5:WT cells expressing EGFP-actin (see [A] and [B]) were
tested for statistically significant differences. Line thicknesses indi- LAT-dependent cytoplasmic calcium elevations. Nota-
cate the probability of a significant difference from the mean spread- bly, tyrosine 132 in the cytoplasmic tail of LAT is found
ing index observed with LAT-reconstituted cells. In all cases, similar in a consensus binding site for the SH2 domains of
results were obtained in two independent experiments.
PLCg1. The mutation of tyrosine 132 to phenylalanine
(Y132F) abolishes the binding of PLCg1 to LAT and pre-
vents calcium entry downstream of LAT without affect-(see above, Figure 4). J.CaM2.5:WT cells treated with
both BAPTA and EGTA also cluster actin within T cell- ing the ability of LAT to interact with Grb2 and Gads
(Zhang et al., 2000). In addition, T cell spreading requirescoverslip contacts, whereas similarly treated J.CaM2.5
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actin polymerization, which may be directed by a com- logical events are scored at fixed time points following
stimulation. Given the complexity of the cytoskeletalplex of proteins associated with Gads and SLP-76 (refer-
processes controlled by TCR engagement, the identifi-enced above). The three carboxy-terminal tyrosines in
cation of distinct pathways controlling TCR-dependentLAT, 171, 191, and 226, are in consensus binding sites
morphological changes may require the increased reso-for the SH2 domains of Grb2/Gads-related adaptors.
lution provided by this assay.The mutation of these three tyrosines to phenylalanine
The conditions of this assay differ from those prevail-(3YF) prevents the binding of Grb2, Gads, and SLP-76
ing during physiological contact formation in at leastto LAT (Zhang et al., 2000). To test whether tyrosine 132
two important respects. First, we did not use primary Tor the three carboxy-terminal tyrosines plays a role in
cells in these studies. Since T cells do not develop inthe TCR-dependent induction of morphological changes,
the absence of LAT in vivo, this was unavoidable (Zhangwe performed spreading assays using EGFP-actin-
et al., 1999c). However, spreading and actin ring forma-expressing J.CaM2.5 cells reconstituted with either
tion are not peculiar to Jurkat T cells, as recent studiesY132F LAT or 3YF LAT (Figure 7). In both cases, the be-
in our laboratory (C. L. Fuller and S. C. B., unpublishedhavior of these cells was indistinguishable from the be-
data) have demonstrated that murine cytotoxic T cellshavior of J.CaM2.5 cells, indicating that both sets of
undergo similar cytoskeletal changes in response to im-tyrosines are required for normal TCR-induced spreading.
mobilized stimulatory antibodies. Second, we used im-
mobilized antibodies to the TCR rather than antigenicDiscussion
MHC-peptide complexes to stimulate T cells. Since
these antibodies bind tightly to the TCR, the immobilizedThe crucial role of LAT with respect to the biochemical
antibodies may prevent events characteristic of laterand transcriptional changes that accompany T cell acti-
phases of T cell activation, including the lateral redistri-vation has been well documented. However, dramatic
bution of TCRs into c-SMACs and the internalization ofand functional changes in cell shape and cytoskeletal
TCRs. Nevertheless, many of the morphological re-organization also occur during T cell activation. Several
sponses observed in response to immobilized antibod-components of LAT-nucleated signaling complexes
ies parallel those observed during the early stages ofhave been observed to influence the organization of the
physiological contact formation: the extension of lamel-T cell cytoskeleton, suggesting that LAT itself plays a
lipodia toward the stimulatory surface within secondscritical role in these morphological changes. To deter-
of contact, the flattening of cells, the formation of bothmine the contribution of LAT to these structural changes,
circumferential adherent rings and actin-rich rings, andwe developed methods that enabled us to visualize and
the reorientation of the MTOC toward the contact zonequantitate the morphological responses of individual T
(Stowers et al., 1995; Negulescu et al., 1996; Delon etcells over time.
al., 1998; Wulfing et al., 1998; Grakoui et al., 1999).Our approach to imaging the contacts formed in re-
Delon et al. (1998) demonstrated that actin polymer-sponse to TCR ligation offers several major advantages.
ization is required for the formation of T cell-APC con-First, the simplified nature of the stimulus used here
tacts. Our studies demonstrate that actin polymerization
eliminates the complicating contributions of surface re-
is also required for the expansion of T cell-coverslip
ceptors other than the TCR to T cell spreading. Further-
contacts. We propose that actin polymerization drives
more, the contacts produced in response to our cov-
the active expansion of contacts by enabling the exten-
erslips may be better ordered and more symmetric than sion of lamellipodia (Welch et al., 1997). Several observa-
those observed on APCs in vivo, where the relevant tions support this view. For example, the initial contact
antigenic MHC-peptide complexes are distributed ran- between a filopodial structure on a T cell and the stimula-
domly. We also expect the simplified nature of the stimu- tory coverslip triggers the projection of lamellipodia to-
lus to facilitate the adaptation of this assay to the study ward the coverslip. These lamellipodia contact the cov-
of dynamic changes in the distributions of EGFP-tagged erslip and attach tightly, increasing the size of the
signaling proteins in primary T cells. Second, unlike solu- contact (Figure 1B). Subsequently, as the contact ex-
ble antibodies, coverslip-bound antibodies cannot si- pands rapidly, large lamellipodia project outward from
multaneously engage all surface-exposed TCRs. In this the contact, dramatically increasing the surface area
regard, coverslip-bound antibodies mimic the early covered by the responding T cell (Figure 2B). Further-
stages of physiological stimulation by providing a polar- more, as the growth of the contact slows, lamellipodia
ized stimulus and by requiring responding T cells to are reduced in size (Figure 2B). Finally, for as long as
undergo morphological changes in order to bring TCRs the stable contact is maintained, lamellipodia extend
to bear on the activating surface. By preserving this from the perimeter of the responding T cell (see sup-
requirement for morphological change, our assay may plemental movie 3 at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/
reveal novel signaling requirements downstream of the content/full/14/3/315/DC1; Figure 2C; data not shown).
TCR. Finally, our method constrains the contacts formed This model suggests that signaling proteins that pro-
by activated T cells to a plane defined by a stimulatory mote actin polymerization and the extension of protru-
coverslip and thereby facilitates the rapid collection of sive structures, such as Vav, Cdc42, Rac, and WASP,
high-resolution images of the contact. The resulting im- may enhance T cell activation, at least in part, by increas-
ages can be used to quantitate the extent of morphologi- ing the size of the contact and thereby increasing the
cal change and cytoskeletal rearrangement in individual likelihood of additional TCR engagements. In contrast,
cells on an ongoing basis. This type of analysis permits Borroto et al. (2000) have argued that Cdc42 and Rac
more nuanced descriptions of the morphological changes do not play a role in TCR-induced spreading; however,
their observations are based on images obtained 20 mininduced by TCR ligation than assays in which morpho-
Immunity
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after the initiation of contact, at which point the dynamic ERK activation does not contribute to the TCR-depen-
expansion of the T cell-coverslip contact has ceased. dent morphological changes observed in this study.
This model may also explain the observation, made by Although the absence of LAT does not completely
Parsey and Lewis (1993), that inhibitors of actin polymer- abolish T cell spreading, our results confirm that tyrosine
ization block the activation of PTKs by immobilized TCR- kinase activity is absolutely required for both the forma-
specific antibodies. tion of contacts and T cell spreading (Delon et al., 1998;
Prior to this report, the contribution of MTOC polariza- Borroto et al., 2000). This strongly suggests that tran-
tion to contact formation had not been addressed di- sient changes in the organization of the actin cytoskele-
rectly. Our results demonstrate the ability of the microtu- ton can be driven by TCR-proximal PTKs in the absence
bule cytoskeleton to stabilize contacts but preclude a of LAT. These LAT-independent mechanisms could in-
primary role for the microtubule cytoskeleton in the initial volve the recruitment of effectors such as PLCg1 or Fyb/
expansion of contacts. Since the reorientation of the SLAP to either the TCR or TCR-associated PTKs (da
MTOC (3–5 min, data not shown) normally precedes Silva et al., 1997; Williams et al., 1999). Alternately, the
the effects of microtubule disruption (after 7 min), the residual levels of LAT remaining in J.CaM2.5 cells (,2%
polarization of the microtubule cytoskeleton toward the normal levels) may be sufficient to direct the weak re-
coverslip may contribute to sustained spreading. We sponses observed here. We feel that this is unlikely, as
also observed that the effects of microtubule depoly- 4YF LAT expressed at levels exceeding the residual level
merization are less severe than the effects of intracellu- of LAT by 50-fold did not reproducibly suppress the
lar calcium chelation. This is consistent with reports that spreading response observed in J.CaM2.5 cells.
have demonstrated a role for calcium elevations in the We attempted to identify distinct signal transduction
reorientation of the MTOC (Kupfer et al., 1987; Lowin- pathways contributing to T cell spreading by examining
Kropf et al., 1998). Finally, Delon et al. observed that the the spreading responses of LAT-deficient cells reconsti-
microtubule cytoskeleton promotes sustained calcium tuted with either Y132F, 3YF, or 4YF LAT. However, the
influxes, which we and others have shown to stabilize morphological responses of these cells were indistin-
contacts (Negulescu et al., 1996; Delon et al., 1998). guishable from those of nonreconstituted LAT-deficient
However, our results indicate that the microtubule cy- cells. This may result from the complexity of interactions
toskeleton acts to stabilize contacts within 7 min, at LAT that regulate these morphological changes. For
whereas the effects of calcium influxes do not become example, although the Y132F mutation specifically elimi-
apparent until after 12 min. Additional mechanisms that nates the predicted PLCg1 binding site in LAT and does
may explain this stabilizing effect include the microtu- not affect the recruitment of either Grb2 or Gads to LAT,
bule-dependent physical stabilization of the contact, the this mutation substantially reduces the recruitment of
microtubule-dependent activation of Rac, or the micro- SLP-76 to LAT (Zhang et al., 2000). Similarly, the 3YF
tubule-dependent reorganization of vesicular traffic mutation specifically eliminates the Grb2 and Gads bind-
(Matteoni and Kreis, 1987; Waterman-Storer et al., 1999). ing sites in LAT without affecting the predicted PLCg1
Since the adaptor protein LAT governs several critical binding site but nevertheless reduces both the phos-
biochemical events downstream of the TCR, we chose phorylation of PLCg1 and the association of PLCg1 with
to assess the role of LAT with respect to the morphologi- LAT (Zhang et al., 2000).
cal changes induced by TCR ligation. We expected that In this study, we have described an assay system that
the absence of LAT would abolish T cell spreading. In- is capable of reproducing many of the morphological
stead, LAT-deficient cells produce actin-rich contacts, changes induced by stimulatory APCs and is compatible
which, although less extensive, less well organized, and with several dynamic imaging techniques. Using this
shorter lived than those formed by LAT-reconstituted assay, we have shown that LAT plays an important role
cells, are significantly more extensive than those formed in the regulation of T cell spreading but does not govern
in the absence of either actin polymerization or cyto-
all TCR-induced morphological changes. Unfortunately,
plasmic calcium increases. Closer examination revealed
the complex nature of effector recruitment to LAT pre-
that small, transient calcium elevations do occur when
vented us from identifying signaling pathways responsi-LAT-deficient cells are plated on stimulatory coverslips
ble for distinct aspects of the spreading responses regu-and are crucial to the transient spreading responses
lated by LAT. We expect to address these issues in theof LAT-deficient cells. Nevertheless, the defects in the
future by using this assay to explore the roles playedspreading responses of LAT-deficient T cells are quite
by PTKs upstream of and effector molecules down-severe. The impaired calcium responses of LAT-defi-
stream of LAT.cient T cells are likely to contribute to these defects, as
these calcium responses are only marginally competent
Experimental Procedures
to induce transient bursts of spreading and cannot sup-
port sustained spreading. However, calcium-indepen- Materials
dent mechanisms also appear to be responsible for The murine monoclonal antibodies used in coverslip binding assays
these spreading defects, as LAT-deficient cells fail to were obtained from Pharmingen (anti-CD3e, UCHT1; anti-CD11a,
HI111; anti-CD25, M-A251; anti-CD43, 1G10; and anti-CD71, M-A712)cluster actin within the T cell-coverslip contact in the
or were produced in the laboratory (anti-CD3e, OKT3 ascites). Theabsence of calcium elevations. Although we have not
EGFP-actin expression vectors pEGFP-actin and pEYFP-actin wereidentified the effectors that mediate LAT-dependent
obtained from Clontech. RPMI 1640 was obtained from GIBCO BRL.
spreading, SLP-76, Vav, Cdc42, Rac, Pak, and WASP Other tissue culture supplies were from Biofluids. Inhibitory com-
may contribute to LAT-dependent morphological changes pounds were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (cytochalasin D,
through effects on either the actin cytoskeleton or the colchicine, and EGTA) or from Calbiochem (PP2, PD98059, and
BAPTA-AM). All other chemical reagents were from Sigma.microtubule cytoskeleton. In contrast, LAT-dependent
LAT Controls TCR-Induced Spreading
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Cell Culture and the Generation of Stable Cell Lines The index of spreading is derived by taking the standard deviation
of EGFP-actin pixel intensities at the coverslip and dividing by theJurkat E6.1, the LAT-deficient Jurkat-derivative J.CaM2.5, and re-
constituted variants of J.CaM2.5 expressing wild-type LAT, Y132F standard deviation of EGFP-actin pixel intensities in the cell body.
This ratio is independent of cell brightness and is positively corre-LAT, 3YF LAT, and 4YF LAT have been described previously (Zhang
et al., 2000). Cells were transfected with either pEGFP-actin or lated with the recruitment of actin to the coverslip and the expansion
of the contact. The polymerization of actin into discrete structurespEYFP-actin using a Bio-Rad Gene Pulser (Hercules, CA). EGFP-
positive cells were selected using G418 selection, cell sorting (FACS- at the coverslip also contributes to the index of spreading by in-
creasing the number of bright and dark pixels at the expense ofCalibur), and limiting dilution plating to isolate clones stably express-
ing EGFP-actin. TCR and LAT expression were confirmed by either pixels of mean brightness.
Primary images of fields of cells were collected every 33 s. Imagessurface staining or intracellular staining and flow cytometry.
of individual cells were extracted from primary image stacks, and
the resulting image sequences were synchronized for the time ofSpreading Assays
initial contact with the coverslip, as assessed by confocal IRM.Four-chambered coverglasses (LabTek) were cleaned by treatment
Spreading indices were calculated for each image. Plots of thewith 1 M HCl, 70% ethanol for 30 min and dried at 608C for 30 min.
spreading index versus time were smoothed by averaging dataThe chambers were treated with a 0.01% w/v poly-L-lysine solution
points in a pairwise manner. The extraction of individual cells and the(Sigma) for 5 min, drained, and dried at 608C for 30 min. Purified
derivation of the corresponding spreading indices were automatedantibodies in PBS (10 mg/ml) were bound to the coverslips for 3 hr
using IP Lab.at 378C. Chambers were rinsed extensively in PBS and stored at
Mean spreading indices were determined for populations of cells48C. Responding cells were not allowed to exceed a density of 2 3
according to cell type or pharmacological treatment. The number of105 cells/ml for 2 days prior to spreading assays. Spreading assays
cells in each population is shown in parentheses and line thicknesswere initiated by injecting 10 ml of a concentrated cell suspension
indicates the probability of a significant difference from the indicated(2 3 106 cells/ml) into the bottom of treated chambers containing
control group as assessed by a one-tailed t-test. Population meansnormal culture medium supplemented with 25 mM Hepes.
and measurements of statistical significance were calculated usingWhere indicated, Jurkat cells were preincubated at 378C for 20
Microsoft Excel.min prior to assay with either DMSO, cytochalasin D (10 mM), colchi-
cine (100 mM), PP2 (10 mM), or PD98059 (50 mM); these drugs were
also present in the imaging chamber. At these doses, cytochalasin Acknowledgments
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